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COOLIDGE CREDITS CLERGY WITH INSPIRING INDEPENDENCE
Hungary Keeps
DECLARATION IS
Our Liberty Day
TRACED TO POIPIT

as to the estimate which is now plioed
upon it. At the end of 150 years the
four corners of the earth unite hi.
coming to Philadelphia on to a holy
shrine in grateful acknowledgement
of. a service so great, which a few
inspired men here rendered to humanity that it is still the preeminent
support of free government throughout
the world.
Old For Governments.
:
Although a century and a half
measured in comparison with the
length of human experience is but a
short time, yet measured in the life
of governments and nations it ranks
as a very respectable period. Certainly enough time has elapsed to
(By Associated Press)
demonstrate with a great deal of
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., July 5.— thoroughness the value ul our in.The full text of President Coolidge's stjtutions and their dependability ae
address Monday at the Sesquicen- rules for the regulation of human
conduct and th. advancement of
tennial celebration follows:
civilization. They have been in exFellow Countryman:
We meet to celebrate the birthday istence long enough to become very
ot America. The coming of a new well seasoned. They have met, and met
Hfe always excites our interest. Al- successfully, the test of experience.
It is not so much then for the purthough we know in the case of the
individual that it has been an infinite pose of undertaking to proclaim new
theories
and principles that this anrepetition reaching back beyond our
TJeioc, that only makes it the more nual celebration is maintained, but
•wonderful. But how our interest and rather to reaffirm and reestablish
wonder increase when we behold the those old theories and principles
miracle of the birth of a new nation. which time and the unerring logic of
It is to pay 'our tribute of reverence events have demonstrated to be
and respect to those who participated sound. Amid all the clash, of conin such a mighty event that we an- flicting interests, amid all the welter of
nually observe the Fourth of July. partisan politics, every American can
Whatever may have been the impres- turn for solace and consolation to
rion created by the news which went the Declaration of Independence and
»ut from this city on that summer the Constitution of the' United States
day in 1776, there can be no doubt with the assurance and confidence
that those two great charters of freedom and justice remain firm and unC
shaken. Whatever perils, appear,
whatever dangers threaten, the nation
remains secure in the knowledge that
the ultimate application of the law
of the land will provide an adequate
defense and protection.
Hallowed Ground.
It is little wonder that people at
iome and abroad consider Independence
Hall as hallowed ground and revere
the Liberty Bel) as a sacred relic.
That pile of bricks and mortar, that
t
mass of metal, might appear to the
uninstructed as only the outgrown
v
a meeting
place and .the shattered bell
a fomer time, useless now because
S. S. S. is just the thing of
more modern, conveniences, but to
needed to strengthen the nerves, of:hose
who know they have become
restore muscular power to tha consecrated
the use winch men
body and increase the endurance lave made ofbythem.
have long
, of weak, jfailing •women, and been identified with They
a great cause.
i xnen.
the framework of a spiritual
Don't keep on going down They areThe
world looks upon them,
simply because your blood is ;vent.
Because of their associations 150 years
starving for want of healthy, ago, as it looks upon the Holy Land
red blood-cells. You can get because of what took place there 1,900
back your strength with S. S. S. years ago. Through use for a rightWhy! You'll begin living all eous purpose they have become sancover again. You will enjoy eat- tified. '
ing and above all, you will be
It is not here necessary to examine
able to stand tip under the in detail the causes which led to the
strain of daily life and enjoy it. American Revolution. In their immeYou can take S. S. S. with diate occasion they were largely ecoconfidence — millions testify to nomic. The Colonists objected to the
its merits. An unbroken record navigation laws which interferof service for over 100 years -is ed with their trade, they dea great testimonial to a, great nied the power of Parliament to impose taxes which they were obliged
medicine.
pay, and they therefore resisted
Remember S. S. S. Is made to
the royal governors and the royal
only from fresh roots and herbs. forces
which were sent to secure obedience to these laws. But the conviction is inescapable that a new civilization had come, a new spirit had
arisen on this side of the Atlantic
more advanced and more developed
in its regard for the rights of the
individual than that which characterized the old world. Lift' hi a new and
open country had aspirations which
could not be realized in any subordinate position. A' separate establishment wtiS ultimately inevitable. It
If people who are bothered with had
b^en decreed by the very laws of
pimples, eczema, blotches, humps, human nature. Man everywhere has a
rash, "breaking out," etc., would just unconquerable desire to be the master
notice or ask their dealer they would of bis own destiny.
find that thousands of people who
Movement From Bottom.
once were in the same shape they are
are obliged to conclude that
in now free from those distressing theWe
Declaration
of Independence repthings and the secret of it is that resented the movement
of a people.
they have learned that the onej sure
•way to do it is by using the wonderful It was not, of course, a movement
Black and TVhite Ointment, together from the top. Revolutions do rot
come from that direction. It was not
with Black 'and White Skin Soap.
Black and White Ointment is eco- without the support of many of tbe
nomically priced in liberal size pack- most respectable people in the ; colonies,
ages. The 50c size contains three who were entitled to all consideration
times as much as the 25c size. All that. is- given to breeding, education
dealers have both the Ointment and and possessions. It had the support
(he Soap.
of another elem.ent of great signifi(Advertisement,)
cance and importance to which I shall
later refer. But the preponderance of
all those who occupied a position
which took on the aspect of aristocracy did not approve of the revolution aud' held toward it an attitude
Is a Prescription for
either of neutrality or open hostility
Colds, Grippe, Flu, Dengue, It was in no sense a rising of the
oppressed and
downtrodden.
It
Bilious Fever and Matera.
brought no such scum to the surface,
It hills &e germs.
for the reason that Colonial society
had developed no scum. The great
borty of the people were accustomed
to privations, but they were free from
depravity. If they had poverty, it
was not of the hopeless kind that afflicts great cities, but the inspiring
kind that marks the spirit of the
pioneer. The American Revolutionrepresented the informed and mature
convictions of a great mass of independent, ' liberty-loving. God-feariog
people who knew their rights, and possessed the courage to dare to maintain them.
Congress Had Leaders.
OT all heroes are known
The Continental Congress was not
to history. Anybody who
only composed of great men, but it
had to swallow harsh, hitter represented a great people. While its
laxatives was a. hero, too. But members did not fail to exercise a
those days are gone forever. remarkable leadership, they were
observant of their representaNow, when a laxative is need- equally
tive capacity. They were industrious
ed, one.stoply chews & couple in encouraging their constituents to
of TRU-LAK chewing nuggets— instruct them to support independBut until such instructions
Kke gum. You taste nothing but ence.
were given they were inclined to •withruiat. A smooth, thorough ac- hold action.
While North Carolina has -the
tion always follows, TRU-LAX
honor of first 1 authorizing its delegates
is a laxative you'll like.
to concur w ' other colonies 5n declaring independence, it was quickly
la 13 and 25 ««»« b<«««
followed by South Carolina arid GeorAt oU druggists, eteryvhert
gia, which also gave general instructions broad enough to include such
action. But the first' instructions
which unconditionally directed its. delegates to declare for independence
• came from tl"' great Commonwealth
of Virginia. These were immediately
followed by Rhode Island and Massachusetts, while the other colonies,
with the exception of New "fork, soou
adopted a like course. '
This obedience of the delegates to

Foreign Political Philosophies Get Little Share in
Developing Doctrine.
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666

?/eroes
and
Laxatives

THU-LAX

the wishes of their constituents, which :empt to depose an undesirable king. always influenced by all the experi- mitted to degenerate into the acre- <
in some cases caused them to modify This right was set out with a good ence and all the thought of the past strained authority of a mere majority
their previous positions, is a. matter deal of detail by the Dutch when as But when- we come to contemplation or f unbridled weight ot a mere inof great significance. It reveals an early as July 26, 1681, they declared of the immediate conception of the 'luential few. They undertook to balorderly process -of government in the ;helr independence of Philip of Spain, srinciplea of human relationship ance these interests against each other
first place; ;but more than that, it [n their long struggle with the Stuarts vhich went into the Declaration, of and provide for three separate indedemonstrates that the Declaration .of the British people asserted the same Independence -we are not required to pendent branches, the executive, the
Independence wan- the remit of rhe srinciples, which finally culminated in extend our search beyond our .own egislative and the judicial departments
seasoned end deliberate thought of the the • bill of rights deposing the last shores. They are found in the texts,
the Government, with checks
dominant por.tion of .the people of the of that house and placing William ;he sermons, and the writings of the against each ther in order that
Colonies. Adopted after long discus- and Mary on the throne. In each ofl early Colonial clergy who were earn- neither one might encroach upon the
sion and as the result Of the duly au- these cases sovereignty through di estly undertaking to instruct theit other. These are our guaranties Of Claude G. Bowers Presented
thorized expression; of the preponder- vine right was displaced by sovereign- congregations in the great mjstery liberty. At j result of these Methods
ance of public opinion, it 3id not par- ly through the consent of the .people. of how to live. They preatfhed eijual- enternrise has been duly profited With Testimonial for Portake of dark intrigue qr-bidden con- Running through the same documents, ty because they believed in .the rom confiscation, the people have been
trayal of Jefferson.
spiracy. It was well advised. It had though expressed in different terms, fatherhood of God and the brother- :ree from oppression, and there has
about it nothing of the'lawless and is the clear • inference of inalienable lood of man. They justified freedbm leeri an ever-broadening and deepening
disordered nature of a riotous insur- rights. But we should search these jy the text that wa are all crtsted of the humanities of life.
(By AiMtlattd fmi)
rection. It was maintained on a plane charters in- vain for an assertion of
the divine image, all partakers of
Under a system of popular governCSABLOTTESVIILE, va., July
•Which rises above the ordinary con- the doctrine of equality. This prin- the divine spirit.
ment there will always be those who
ception of rebellion. It was in. no ciple had not before appeared as an
Placing every man on a plane" will seek for political preferment by 5.—Claude G. Bowers, of New York,
sense a radical movement but took on official political declaration of any where he acknowledged no superiors, clamoring for reform. While there is author of "Jeffersoti and Hamilton,"
the dignity of a resista-nce to illegal, nation. . It was profoundly revolu- where no one possessed any right to very little of this which is not sincere, was presented with the Jefferson meusurpations. It was conservative an(J tionary.; -.It is 6ne of the corner rule over him, he must inevitably there is a large portion that it not dal here Monday at th* conclusion of
represented the action of the colonists stones of American institutions.
choose bis own rulers through a sys- well informed. In iny opinion very
to maintain tfieir constitutional rights
But if these truths to which the tem of self-government. This was little of just criticism can attach to the three day's Independence celebra*
which from time immemorial had been declaration refers have not before their theory of Democracy. In- those the theories and principles of our in- tion at Monticello, home of Thomas
guaranteed to" them under the law of been adopted in their combined en- days such doctrines would scarcely stitutions. There is far more danger Jefferson,
the land.
tirety -by national authority, it is a aave been permitted to flourish and of harm than there is hops of good
The presentation was made by Dr.
When we come to examine the ac- fa«!t that they had been long pondered spread in any othe country. This in any radical changes. We do need
A. Alderman, president of the
tion of the Continental Congress in and often expressed in political specu- was the purpose which the fathers a better understanding and compre- Edwin
University of Virginia, as a testiadopting the Declaration of Indepen- lation. It is generally assumed that cherished. In order that they might hension of them and a better knowl- monial of gratitude of thousands of
dence in the light of what was set out French thought had some effect upon bave freedom to express these
of the foundations of government Jeffersonians "for the power and
in that great document and in the our public mind during revolutionary ihoughts and opportunity to put them edge
general. Our fbrefathers came to charm and justice with which he has
light of succeeding events, we can dnj-s. This may have been true. Bu» into action, whole congregations with in
conclusions and decided upon searched out and presented to th*
not escape the conclusion that it had a the principles of our declaration had their pastors had migrated to the certain
courses of action which hove world tlie actual Thomas Jefferson.
much broader and deeper significance been under discussion in the colonies Colonies. These great trusts were in certain
been
a
great
to the world. Be- aud with which he has recaptured
than a mere secession of territory and for nearly two generations before the the air that our people breathed. fore we can blessing
their conclu- the very form and body of. the time
the establishment of a new nation. advent of the French nolitical philo- Whatever else we may say of it, the sions* we mustunderstand
go back and review the in which that great moulder of his
Events of that nature have been tak- sophy that characterized the middle Declaration of Independence was pro- course which they
followed. We must country's destiny lived and worked."
ing place since the dawn of history. of the 18th century. In fact, they foundly American.
think the thoughts which they
In accepting the medal Bowers comOne empire after another has arisen, come from an earlier date. A very
thought.
Their
intellectual
life cen- mented on "the notable revival of
If
this
apprehension
of
the
facts
only to crumble away as its constituivs echo of what the Dutch bad be correct, and the documentary evi- tered about the meetinghouse. They interest in the philosophy and personent parts separated from each other done in 1581, and what the English
would appear to verify it, then were intent upon religious worship. ality of Thomas Jefferson."
and set up independent governments were irepr .'ing to d , appears in the dence
conclusions are bound to fol- While there were always aifldng them
"Tbe enemies of liberty for all men
of their own. Such actions long ago assertion of the Rev. Thomas Hook-r certain
low. A spring will cease to flow if men of deep learning, and later those bate him," Bowers said. They who
became commonplace. They have oc- of Connecticut as c rly as 1038, when its
who
had
comparatively
large
possessource
be
dried
up;
a
tree
will
are
aiming at autocracy through the
1
curred too often to hold the attention he Fr.'d in a ser- i bef e the genera wither if its roots be destroyed. In sions, the mind of the people was n6t
destruction of the representative sysof the world and command the ad- court that —
its main-features the Declaration of sb much engrossed in how much they 'tcm of Government assail him* Foes
miration and reverence of humanity.
"The foundation of authority IF Independence is a great spiritual knew, or how much they had, as in of -equality before the law abhor him.
There is something beyond the estab- laid in the fr*>nepnt of the peo- document. It is a declaration rot of how they were going to live. While the scoffers at democracy from the
lishment of a new nation, great as ple. The choice of Public magistrates
scantily provided with other litera- communists of Moscow and the Fagthat event would be, in the Declara- belonjrs to the people *iy God's own material but of spiritual conceptions. ture,
there was a wide acquaintance cists of Rome and our own young men
Equality, liberty, popular sovereignty,
tion of Independence which has ever allowance."
the scriptures. Over a period as of modern cynicism affect to despise
since caused it to be regarded as one; This doctrine found wide acceptance the rights of man—these are not ele- with
great
which measures the ex- him,
and .we love him for these eneof the great charters that not only: among the nonconformist clergy, who ments which we can see and touch. istenceasofthat
our independence they were mies he has made."
They are ideals. They have their
was to liberate America but was
subject
to
this
discipline
not
only
in
later
made
up
'
the
Congregational
source
and
their
roots
in
the
religious
«verywhere to ennoble humanity.
Church, The great apostle of this convictions. They belong to the un- their religious life and educational
Fixed New Principles;/
was the Rev. John Wise of seen world. Unless the faith of the training, but also in their political SAKLATVALA SARCASTIC
It was not because it was proposed movement
American people in these religious thought. They were a' people who
to establish a new nation, but because Massachusetts. He was one of the conviction is to endure, the principles came under the influence of a great
IN FOURTH MESSAGE
leaders
of
the
revolt
against
the
Royal
it was proposed .to establish a nation
of our declaration will perish. We spiritual development and acquired a
Governor
Andres
in
1U87,
for
which
(By Associated rre»«7
on new principles, that July 4. J770,
cannot continue to enjoy the result great moral power.
has come to be regarded as one of the he suffered imprisonment. He was a if we neglect and abandon the cause.
No other theory is adequate to exLONDON, July 5.—-Shapurji Sakgreatest days in history. Great ideas liberal, in ecclesiastical controversies.
We are too prone to overlook an- plain or comprehend the Declaration latvala, the Indian Communist memdo not burst upon the world unan- He appears to have be?n familiar, with other conclusion. Governments do cot of Independence. It is the product of ber of Parliament, who recently was
nounced. They are reached by a grad-, the writings of the political scientist, make ideals, but ideals make govern- the spiritual Insight of the people. We barred from the United States b.v the
ual development over a length of time Samuel Pufendorf, wht* was born in ments. This is both historically and live in an age of science and of State Department, has addressed the
usually proportionate to their impor- Saxony in 1G32. Wife published a logically true. Of course, the govern- abounding accumulation of material following message
to President
tance. This is especially true of the treatise, entitled "Tbe Church's Quar- ment can help to sustain ideals and things. These did not create our dec- Coolidge :
principles laid down in the Declara- rel Espoused," in 1710, which was can create institutions through which laration. Our declaration created
"Congratulations on ISO years o!
tion of Independence. Three very defthey can be the better observed, but them. The things of the spirit come national freedom and social progress
inite propositions were set out in its amplified in another publication in their source, by their very nature, is first. Unless we cling to that, all our Your nation must feel fhankfu! that
1717.
In
it
he
dealt
with
the
prinpreamble regarding the nature of manthe people. The people' have to material prosperity, overwhelming no Kellosgs, with emigration acts.
kind and therefore of government. ciples of civil government. His works in
bear their own responsibilities. There though it may appear, will turn to a were then in existence to ban George
These were the doctrine that all men were reprinted in 1772 and have been is
by which that burden barren scepter .in our grasp. If we Washington and other revolutionary
are created equal, that they are en- declared to have been nothing less than cannobe method
are to maintain the great heritage spirits from entering the country."
shifted
to the government. It which
dowed with certain unalienable Tights, a textbook of liberty for our revolu- is not 'the 'enactment,
has been bequeathed to us, we
Saklatvala was barred from enterbut the observ- must be
and that .therefore the source of the tionary fathers.
like-minded as the fathers ing the United States., to attend the
ance of laws, that creates the char- who created
just powers of government roust be
it.
We
must
not
sinli
Inter-Parliamentary : U.m'dn" ConferWhi/e the written word was tfie
of a nation.
derived from the consent of the gov- foundation; it is apparent . that the acter
into a paean materialism. WP must ence last year, Secretari ot, State
About the declaration there is a cultivate
erned.
the
reverence
which
they
had
spoken word was the vehicle for con- finality t h a t - i s exceedingly.'restful.. for the things that arr holy; We must Kellogg 'denied him admission -on the
Where Authority Rests.
grounds that he wag a" revolutionist.
vincing the people. This came with It is often asserted that the world has
If no one is to be accounted as born great force and wide .range from the made a great deal of progress since follow the spiritual and moral leader- He appealed to President Oolidge
ship
which
they
showed;
We
must
into a superior station, if there is to
without avail. Saklatvala only re1776, that we bave hud new thoughts
be no ruling class, and if all possess succensora of Hooker and Wise. It and new experiences which have given keep replenished, that they may glow cently was released f rpm : prison in
rights which can neither be bartered was carried on with a missionary us a great advance over the people of with a more compelling flame, the England after serving two months imaway nor taken, from them by any spirit .which did i.- t fnil to Tesch the that day, and that we may, therefore. altar fires before which they wor- prisonment for making -a seditious
earthly power, it follows as a matter Seotch-Irfsh of North Carolina, show- very well discard their conclusions for shipped.
speech in Hyde Park during the reof course that the practical authority ing its influence by significantly mak- something more modern. But that
cent general strike in Great Britain.
of the government has to rest on ing that colony the first to give in- reasoning cannot b« applied to this
the consent of the governed. While structions to lt» delegates looking to great charter. If all ..men are created
these^ principles were not .altogether independence. This preaching reach- equal, that is final. If they are en(Advertisement.)
new in political action, and were very ed the neighborhood of Thotnss Jeffer- dowed
inalienable rights, that is
far from new in political speculation, son, who acknowledged that his "best final. with
If governments derive their
they had never been assembled before ideas of democracy" had been secured just powers
from the consent of the
and declared in such a combination. at church meetings. *
governed,
is filial. No advance,
But remarkable as this may he. it .is
t'lese Idens were prevalent, no progress,that
be mnde beyond these
not the chief distinction of the Decla- in Virginia is further revealed by the propositions. can
If anyone wishes to deny
ration of Independence. The import- declaration of rights, which was pre- their truth or
soundness, the
ance of political speculation is not to pared by George Mason and presented only direction intheir
he can probe underestimated, as I shall pres- to the general assembly on May 27, ceed historically iswhich
Sufferers from heartburn, gas, bil(By Associated Press)
not forward, but
ently disclose. Until the idea ig de- 1776. This document asserted popular
MANILA, July 5.—Five thousand iousness and other stomnch disorders
backward
toward
the
time
wiieu
there
veloped and the plan made there can sovereignty and inherent natural
was no equality, no rights of the in- veterans of the Philippine insurrec- find that just a few doses of Ferrabe no action.
rights, I t confined the doctrine of
tion of 1898-1901 agninst their new liue, nature's great concentrated min_ It was the fact that our Declara- equality to the assertion that "all dividual, no rule of the people. Those American gorernment paraded Mon- eral water extract gives quick and
tion of Independence containing these men are created equally free and in- who "wish to proceed in that direction day in a great demonstration of their positive relief. Ferraline rebuilds
immortal truths was the political ac- dependent." It can scarcely be imag- cannot lay claim to progress. They loralty to the United States after 28 worn-out digestive organs, gives them
tion of a duly authorized and consti- ined that Jefferson was unacquainted are reactionary. Their ideas aro not years under its flag.
new tone and makes digestion pertuted representative public body in with what had been done in his own modern, but more ancient, than those
General Erailio Aguinaldo. presljlent fect A 10-day treatment of Ferraits sovereign'capacity, supported by commonwealth of Virginia when he of the Revolutionary fathers.
of the insurrccto government, and line costs only $1 at our druggists,
True to Principles.
the force of general opinion and by took up the task of drafting the Decof its forces, stood in the re- and he will gladly refund your money
In the development of its institu- leader
the armies of Washington already in laration of Independence. But these
viewing stand with Mnj. Gen. Fred if you are not delighted'with results
the field, which makes -it the most thoughts can very largely be traced tions .* erica can fairly elc n that it W. Sladen, as the old insurrection after
taking the first bottle,—(Adv.)
important civil document in the back to what John Wise was writing has remained true to the principles forces antl the United States army
world. It wna not. only the principles in 1710. He said, "every man must which were dec! -ed ISO -ears ago. tr .ops marched by in an American
declared, but flie fact that therewith be acknowledged equal to every man." In all the essentials we have achieved independence day procession. It was
a new nation was born which was to Again, "the end of all g*od govern- an equality which was never «-•>?•—<tg- the most pretentious celebration of
be founded upon- those principles and ment 5s to cultivate humanity and ed by any f ' h e r people. Even in the the birth of the United States ever
which from that time forth in its promote th» happiness of all and the less important matter of material pos- witnessed in the Philippines.
sessions we'have -ured a ,vlder and
development has actually ; maintained good
"•MC INVISIBLE BIFOCALS
Thousands of Philippine military
of every man in all bis rights, wr T ~" distribution of wea'tu. The
those principles, that makes this procudets from universities and colleges
Ms
life,
liberty,
estate,
honor,
and
so
nouncement an incomparable event in
rights of the individual are held sac- marched with two regiments of the
"
Recommended. Fitted and
the history of government. It was an forth
red and protected by constitutional United States Army, several coast
Guaranteed Satisfactory
assertion that a people had arisen.de- • And again, "for as they have a guaranties which even the Govern- artillery companies and Philippine
termined to make every, necessary sac- p; .ver every man in his natural state, ment itsdf is bound not to violate.
pades'of Philippine scout* and conso
upon
combination
they
can
and
do
rifice for the support of these truths
If there is any one thing anv
us stabulary.
and by their ..practical ' application bequeath this power to others and set- that is established beyond question,
tle
it
according
as
their
united
discrebring the war of independence to a
Spanish. Mexican or Barber's Itc!>
it is self-government—the right of the
successful conclusion and adopt the tion shall determine." And still again, people to rule. If there is any failure —One bottle Imperial Eczema Kern
Optical Dept
constitution of the United States with "democracy is Christ's gpvernment in in respect to any of these principles. eriy guaranteed to IK enough for an;
621 East Houttoo Street
all that it has meant to civilization. c'".: 'i and State." Here was the it is because tb«ri- is a failure on the case. All drugcistr are authorized to
doctrine of equality, popular sovereign- part of individuals to observe them. refund your money if it fails (Adv i
Republics Old
_ The idea- that the people have a ty, and the substance of the theory of
hold that tlie dul.v author!:—;! exright to choose their own rulers was inalienable rights clearly asserted by We
of the will of the people has
not new in policital history. It was Wise at the opening of the 18th cen- apression
sai '(ion. But even in that
the foundation of every popular at- tury, jiist as we have the principle of we "vine
come back to the theory of John
tlie consent of the governed stated by
ise that "democracy ~u Christ's
Hooker as early as 1838.
government"—the ultimate sanction
When we take all these circum- of
rests on the righteous authority
stances into consideration, it is but of law
the Almighty.
natural that the first paragraph of the
On n:. o -i-^n [Ike this a srent
Declaration of Independence should
open -with a references to nature's God temptation exists to present evidence
and should close in the final para- of tin' practical success of our form of
graphs with an appeal to the Supreme democratic republic at home and th«
Judge of the world and an assertion of ev-r-broadening acceptance it is securThe citizens of San Antonio are invited to hear HON. T. W,
a firm, reliance on Divine Providence. ing abroad. Although these things are
(WHIT) DAVIDSON speak at the Bexar County Courthouse, 37th
Coming from these sources, having as well known, their frequent consideraDistrict Court Room, second floor, !n support of HON. LYNCH
it did this background, it Is no wonder tion is an encouragement and an inthat Samuel Adams could say "tie >• -iration. But it is not results and
DAVIDSON, candidate for GOVERNOR OF TEXAS,
people seem to recognize this resolu- effects so much as sources'and causes
tion is though it were a decree pro that 1 believe it is even more necessary constantly to contemplate. Ours
mulgated from heaven."
No one caii examine this record and is a government of the people. It repescape the conclusion that in th« great resents their will. Its officers may
outline of its principles the declaration simetimes go astray, but that is not
WTiit DaVidson is a great lawyer, (president of Texas Bar AssoHIGHEST IN .qUALlTY
was the result of th« religious teach- a reason for criticizing the principles
ciation), a great orator and debater, was himself the big choice
ings of the preceding period. The o." r • titutions. The real heart of
of Bexar County for Governor in 1924—and you are urged to
profound philosophy whictt Jonathan the American Government depends
hear his presentation of issues in the Governor's race, irrespecEdwards applied to theology, the popu upoi tih! heart of the people. It is
tive of your position.
lar preaching of George Whitefield, from that source that we must look
had aroused the thought and stirred the for all genuine reform. It is that
Pfiple of the Colonies in preparation cause that we must ascribe all our
HOWELL J. MUELLER,
results^
for this great eventChairman Davidson Campaign Committee.
It was the contemplation of *hese
No doubt tEe speculations which
had been going on in England, and truths that the fathers made their
(Political Advertising.)
especially on the Continent, lent their declaration, and adopted their const!
:
influence to the genera] sentiment ol tution. It was to estnblinh a free
the times. Of course, the world is government, which must not be per-

(By Aisocl«t«d Prtsi)

BUDAPEST, Hungary, July 5.—
A wreath at the foot of a monument
in Toron Park to George Washingten evidenced Monday the esteem of
the Hungarian Government for its
156-year-old neighbor acroes the e«a.
The Archduke Joseph Sunday headed a party of members of the Hungarian Government and parliament, representatives of the Army, the clergy,
the city and all National organizations and accompanied by the American Minister. Theodore Brentano,
which decorated the monument with
flags and flowers.
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